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About This Content
Take control of pure power with the latest entry to our Pro Range! Created in exacting detail and with a variety of realistic
operating features, the Norfolk Southern General Electric C39-8 is a six-axle (C-C), 390,000-pound, 3,900-horsepower
locomotive capable of tying onto the heaviest unit coal trains, yet also able to hustle intermodal traffic.
A member of General Electric’s “Dash 8” locomotive line that featured advanced microprocessor control for efficiency and
improved reliability and modular components for ease of maintenance, the C39-8 was constructed by GE from 1984 through
1987 and 161 units (including a slightly modified C39-8E model) were constructed. Far and away the largest customer for the
C39-8 was Norfolk Southern, which purchased 114 C39-8s from 1984 through 1986.
The NS C39-8 as crafted by Virtual Rail Creations is an authentic re-creation of Norfolk Southern’s distinctive units, which
were configured to primarily operate long-hood forward with a single bi-directional control stand. The husky GEs were both
powerful and resilient, and C39-8s served Norfolk Southern for a quarter-century before being retired in 2009.
The Norfolk Southern C39-8 is packed with realistic operating features, including cold-start options, a detailed and interactive
master controller and rear-of-cab control panel, working Head-of-Train and End-of-Train devices, and Pennsylvania Railroadstyle cab signals. And the locomotive is provided in clean, weathered, and snow-dressed versions of the classic Norfolk Southern
livery.
You want to put this big GE diesel to work, so the pack contains four career scenarios on the Train Simulator Horseshoe Curve
route (route available separately). Along with the Norfolk Southern C39-8, this pack also includes a range of rolling stock,
highlighted by NS’s innovative Triple Crown 53-foot RoadRailers in two variations (smooth-side and ribbed), as well as modern
2-bay covered hoppers in Norfolk & Western and Southern liveries, and a Norfolk Southern 100-ton, three-bay coal hopper.
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Included Scenarios
Four career scenarios for the Horseshoe Curve Route Add-On are included:

The Hostler
The Grinder
Dynamic Help
Road Railed
Please Note: Horseshoe Curve Route Add-On is required, as a separate purchase, in order to play the scenarios featured
in this add-on.
More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out
now!
Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features
Norfolk Southern General Electric C39-8 in clean and weathered liveries
Advanced operating features, including engine start-up procedures and cab signals
Working HOT and EOT devices
Norfolk Southern Triple Crown 53-foot RoadRailers (two versions)
2-bay covered hopper in Norfolk & Western and Southern Railway liveries
Norfolk Southern 100-ton open-top hopper
Career scenarios for the Horseshoe Curve route
Quick Drive compatible
Download size: 318.3 MB
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A really nice point-and-click where you have to impersonate detective Grimoire, who has to solve an enigmatic murder in a
quite mysterious and full of secrets swamp. The atmosphere is magical and fairytale-like, the stereotyped characters can be
funny but also shady, the music is lovely; gameplay is simple: ask questions, show evidences, obtain informations, sign them as
suspicious/not suspicious and finally deduce. Very recommended.. I'm changing my review. At first I praised this game, but the
more I play the more I become frustrated at the mechanics.
Where to begin...
Not enough power ups.
Can't control your ball (unless you're MLG or can hold on to a power up for a long duration of time).
At certain parts you're told to avoid enemies, but sometimes you can't do so without losing your ball. You'll die trying to collect
your ball because there's always an enemy in your way unless you get lucky (you can only move side to side). I could see if you
were allowed to move in different directions, dodging an enemy would make sense, but don't force me into an RNG situation
that's outside my control.
By default, you can slow your ball with RMB (no power up required) to plan your trajectory, which is nice, but not well
implemented. Would be nice if there was a path to guide you on your ball's future direction considering the enemies and
obstacles you have to maneuver through.
I think the game is good enough to buy and play around with from time to time, which is why I still reccommend it, but I was
hoping for so much more with the promise of boss battles and albeit a silly quest story.
Unfortunately, the game mechanics for a breakout style boss quest game hasn't been implemented well here.. This game is a
well made game, that is inspired by the old days of the internet's popular sites like Newgrounds and it sets it well like it's really
an old flash game. The controls for the game is good on keyboard and 360 controller. There is also a good set up of having a
"compolex reload" and a "simple reload" The story is good and has a good twist.. Excellent horror game from the creators of
Stasis and it's absolutely FREE. Highly recommend to play it.. It's a time waster that I didn't really enjoy. It lacks charm but it
does have a neat enough concept of gameplay. I can't recommend it. Only buy it if it is worth under $1 or bundled with other
games, other than that, avoid as there are better puzzle games to immerse yourself with.
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Great little game, i played it with some friends and i had a lot of fun. Sure there was a bug where the controller kept vibrating,
but only until the next time the controller was supposed to vibrate, then it stopped.. BIG DEAL, you're not going to care when
you're playing this with friends.. We sure had fun, and that's what this game is about :). Awesome old school game. If you grew
up playing games on the original NES you should really appreciate this. It's hard but it's also very well made.. I liked this game it
worked well good graphics.... until vr mode was disabled...I will purchase this game again if the vr mode is returned because I
think it has a lot of potential... Really nice map everything is good about this Add-on. first the map it is really mixed you can
drive in a city and in countryside and parts of highway. much lines there are even free line pack available on the official forum
of OMSI. Bus is really good like the design. Performance are one of the best thing about the map even in the city centre.
Pro's
- the bus is really good and performance friendly
- map is detailed and with good performance
- much lines
- map is really mixed terms of highway, city's etc.
Con's
- Not really
Overall: 8,5\/10. Good game but too short. I love that mechanic of enemys & shooting. DLC's dosn't work and it's sad :(. Hope u
will develop this game.. One of the best far cry game. Game itself is unstable, level design is not nice, I got no proper controller
configuration (and its only playable with a controller) way too hectic battles as there is not enough overview, you basically hack
into a bunch of enemies. I started it now for several times and after a few levels close the game and played a little Gungeon.
Its a sad story for me as it looks great and has so much potential.. I like the stock images.. Things cannot avoid, and just accept.
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